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                 Overview Visual media plays an important role in conversations today. As David McCandless claims in his TED Talk, “We’re all visualizers now; we’re all demanding a visual aspect to our information.” M                Overview Visual media plays an important role in conversations today. As David McCandless claims in his TED Talk, “We’re all visualizers now; we’re all demanding a visual aspect to our information.” M

                Randy Essex Apr. 16, 2019 USA Today USA Today Article 850 words (Level 4) 1160LFull Text: Byline: Randy EssexLast month, a reliable family guy with a big laugh became a news story when he didn't show up for work. A week later, he was founddead of what authorities are confident was a suicide.It's not uncommon. Like people I've known who have taken their lives, he was a hardworking, middle-aged white guy with a solidtrack record -- exactly the kind of American most likely to die by suicide.Each case is heartbreaking and haunting.I blame, in part, the American Dream .Suicide is steadily increasing, from 10.5 deaths per 100,000 Americans in 1999 to 14 in 2017. Statistically, in an area roughly the sizeof metro Detroit, Michigan, that means about 600 people killed themselves in 2017 -- about 150 more than in 1999.Causes unclearWhile research shows that the vast majority of suicides involve substance abuse and/or mental illness, diagnosed or not, it leaves mewith a lot of questions:Why do white males, with all the advantages we are afforded in American society, account for 70% of suicides?Why is suicide suddenly rising among women age 45-64 though men commit suicide at three times the rate (9.7 deaths per 100,000for women and 30.1 for men of the same age)?Why is the rate highest in the Mountain West, a vacation haven and outdoor playground?I'm not an expert. But I've known a handful of men over the years who took their own lives. I'm in the prime demographic myself. AndI spent three years as an editor near Aspen, Colorado -- as strange it may seem, an area plagued by suicide.Broken dreamsFor all the glamour and freedom of ski towns and the West in general, it was easy, up close, to see how broken dreams breed asense of hopelessness.Roy Holloway, chaplain of the Aspen Volunteer Fire Department, operates an emergency suicide hotline. He put it this way toNational Geographic: "The (ski) season goes by and people think, 'I didn't meet the girl of my dreams. I got laid off. I don't have anymore money. I'm embarrassed, and I don't want to tell my family that I didn't succeed.'"In Aspen or Detroit or little red-state towns like the one in which I grew up, it's about how we measure failure and what we decide todo about it.And that takes me back to my indictment of the American Dream . The idea that this nation affords each of us the opportunity to be whatever we want comes true for many, but certainly not all.Unspoken is the converse implication -- especially for white men, born with advantages conferred by race and gender: If you can'tmake it, it's your fault and you are a failure.Individuals can define success differently, but our upbringing and cultural norms teach us to keep score, and that we define winning inAmerica in dollars and creature comforts.If we are not born into money, it can be freeing and motivating to believe our lot is not cast, that America affords us the chance toattain meaningful employment and have enough money to live comfortably.That's really my story.Toxic expectationsPublic education lifted me from childhood poverty. I had good teachers, good parents and got a couple breaks, particularly being borna white male American. While I had to learn to act like I belonged at, say, college banquets with odd place settings and food dishes Icouldn't pronounce, I never had to deal with racism or sexism.Today, I have love, rewarding work and a great deal of fun and fulfillment in my life. And still, at times, I feel inadequate, a conditionthat I know is wholly ordinary but can feel profoundly shameful when it is happening to you.I do not know all of the toxic expectations put on little girls or non-white Americans, but I know that little white boys learn that if theydon't succeed, it's because they aren't smart enough, savvy enough, determined enough or hard-working enough.This implicit message can be crushing if, as adults, we fall short of our expectations.I do not suggest that white men are oppressed or that America's inexorably changing demographics are depriving us of success oranything else. I do think that fear of these changes is harming our politics and civility.And I think it's past time that we look at the difficulty and myths of the American Dream . That includes how much we value "ruggedindividualism" -- advice I recently gave a college friend who's in a rough cancer fight about the value I found when I had cancer inletting people help rather than trying to be tough.It is healing to reach out or to listen. None of us should feel alone or terminally unique.Suicide Lifeline: If you or someone you know may be struggling with suicidal thoughts, you can call the U.S. National SuicidePrevention Lifeline at 800-273-TALK (8255) any time.Randy Essex is a senior news director at the Detroit Free Press, where this column originally appeared. COPYRIGHT 2019 USA Today http://www.usatoday.com/ (MLA 8th Edition)    Essex, Randy. "Dark side of the American Dream." , 16 Apr. 2019, p. 05A. , https://link-gale-com.ccco.idm.oclc.org/apps/doc/A582545523/GIC?u=aur58810&sid=GIC&xid=47154ac8. Accessed 13 Feb. 2020. GALE|A582545523            
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                Fast and convenient

                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                Any topic, any difficulty

                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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